What would you like to talk about?

**Improper behaviour**
You have been the victim of sexual harassment, discrimination, aggression, violence, threatening behaviour, bullying or gossip on the part of a member of staff or a student.

**Academic integrity**
You suspect a breach of academic integrity. In this regard, consider the influencing or false interpretation of research findings, faking data, bias or dependence in contract research, plagiarism or infringement of copyright, or other inappropriate academic behaviour on the part of colleagues. Confidential Advisor Academic Integrity.

**Administrative integrity**
You would like to report harmful activity to the university. This may involve a criminal act, a breach of the regulations or deception of the accountant for example. Or it may concern a threat to public health, safety or the environment. Or there is a risk that the university could be exposed to serious harm through the use, neglect or withholding of information.

Are you a student? Are you a member of staff or a PhD candidate?

Confidential Advisor Improper behaviour for Students
vertrouwenspersonen@ru.nl

Confidential Advisor Resolution of labour disputes
vertrouwenspersonen@ru.nl

Confidential Advisor Wetenschappelijke integriteit
vertrouwenspersonen@ru.nl

Confidential Advisor Whistle-blowers
An Independent third party in the context of the arrangements for whistle-blowers
vertrouwenspersonen@ru.nl

Are you unable to find a solution?
Send an email to our desk to make a call-back appointment. We will be happy to assist you through vertrouwenspersonen@ru.nl. If you need assistance, you may also approach occupational social work, which can be reached through frontofficeamd@radboudumc.nl or go to ru.nl/confidentialadvisor for more information.